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Crandall Pool closed to disabled, seniors
By Jerry McKay
Staff Writer

Last Friday, 69-year-old Alice
Tucker, along with about 20
other people, mostly senior citi
zens, showed up at Crandall pool
for their regularly scheduled
therapeutic exercise. One by one,
with towels and swimsuits in
hand, they got out of cars,
climbed the stairs and slowly
walked into the gym.
Then one by one they disap
pointedly walked back to their
cars after seeing the sign which
said that the class, known as Tw-

inges and Hinges, had been
cancelled because the water was
too cold.
Ed Naretto, head of Plant
Operations, said the problem is
that disabled groups and senior
citizens require 85 degree water.
“ The pool is not designed for
it. It was designed as a swimm
ing pool, not a therapeutic pool,”
Naretto said.
The pool can be maintained at
85 degrees, but the cost of
heating the pool rises exponen
tially as the temperature is
brought above 80 degrees.

Naretto said.
He also said the higher
temperature causes more steam,
which increases the cost of main
taining the walls and ceiling of
the indoor pool’s building.
Whether Crandall pool should
be used as a therapeutic pool for
non-university students is an
issue that must be dealt with,
said the head of the physical
education department, Dwayne
Head.
Marcy Snodgrass, coordinator
of Recreational Sports, said, “ I

think it is a very worthwhile
community service, if we can
provide the service we should.”
Richard Morris, a Tinges and
Hinges class member, had this to
say about the cancellation Fri
day: “ If they want to get rid of
us they should do it like
gentlemen. Just tell us instead of
playing these games.”
Several of the seniors express
ed dismay at the thought of los
ing the program.
See POOL, paee 4

French joy
over freed
hostages
is reserved
PARIS (AP) — Joy over the
release of two French hostages
held in Lebanon was tempered
Wednesday by speculation that
the kidnappers, Iran or Syria
may raise the price of freedom
for those who remain.
The return home Tuesday of
Camille Sontag, 85, and Marcel
Coudari, 54, brought to five the
number of French captives Shiite
Moslem fundamentalists have
freed this year.
At least five still are held.
Coudari corroborated previous
reports that a sixth French kid
nap victim may be dead.
In each release, the hostages
passed through Damascus, capi
tal of Syria. Premier Jacques
Chirac has called Syria “ the
obligatory passageway to any
solution to the Lebanese crisis.”
“ Chirac Fulfilled the Condi
tions Set out by the DamascusTehran Axis,” was the headline
in Le Matin, a Socialist-leaning
daily.
. Le Matin compared the freeing
of hostages to a banking tran
saction in which two signatures
are necessary: Syria and Iran.
The pro-government daily Le
Figaro commented: “ It is clear
that, to obtain freedom for the
other hostages, one must again
pay the pound of flesh. At what
level? We do not know.
Blackmail? No doubt.”
Chirac’s government denies
negotiating to free the Fren
chmen and insists that its Middle
East policy is not being deter
mined by the hostage situation.
Iran
and
Syria praised
France’s Middle East policy after
the kidnappers released Sontag
and Coudari.
France is normalizing relations
with Iran. It recently agreed to
pay $330 million to settle a
dispute over a $1 billion loan
made to France by the late Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi, who
was ousted in 1979.

Third World issues explained

Professors write textbook
By Ken Miller

IN QUOTES

Staff Writer

A new textbook will soon be available on campus. Nothing new,
but this one was written by nine Cal Poly professors.
Titled “ The Other World: Issues and Politics In the Third World,”
the textbook deals with the Third W orld. “ not from the American
point of view, but the Third World’s point of view,” according to
John Culver, department head of political science and one of the co
authors of the book.
Randal Cruikshanks, a political science professor and co-author of
the book, said, “ It took about a year-and-a-half to finish, with most
See BOOK, back page

Transfer students to Cal
Poly often lose many
units and are forced to
take courses similar to
ones they’ve already
had. See pages.

I hate this “crime doesn’t pay” stuff. Crime in the
U.S. is perhaps one of the biggest businesses in
the world today.
— Paul Kirk
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on the street

Is there life
after death?
Tony Biren, architecture sopho
more:
Yes. We go through so much
on earth it would be a shame if
there was nothing afterwards. I
believe man has a soul, and it has
a place after this material world.

‘M Ì

Steve Sisley, civil engineering
senior:
Yeah. I don’t know what’s go
ing to happen after 1 die, but I
just can’t imagine not being
alive.

T a ra
S p e n c e r, in d u s tr ia l
engineering sophomore:
Yeah. I can’t say I’m real sure
as to what it will be like, but I’m
pretty sure there is life after
death. I guess I’ll just have to
wait and see.

Wal-lee! Wal-lee! Wal-lee!
Imagine yourself sitting in
front of a TV somewhere in
Southern California. It is Satur
day past midnight. You turn on
the digital cable selector and it
flips through channels 2, 3, 4, S
... soon you pass channel 13 and
leave commercial VHP behind.
The programming is getting
steadily weirder. Up and up you
go, passing the tasteful public
television of the 20’s, the
religious programs of the 30’s.
Now you find yourself in the 40’s
and 50’s, a strange never-never
land of computer generated stock
reports, Mexican soap operas
and scrambled porn movies.
Suddenly, you hit channel 56
and you stop. A silver-haired
man in his 40’s is railing against
feminism, his face reddening
with anger despite your attempts
to adjust the tint. Behind him
are photographs of John Wayne
and the space shuttle. From off
camera you hear lusty cheering:
“ Wal-lee! Wal-lee! Wal-lee!’’ The
man smiles. You have arrived at
KDOC-TV 56, Anaheim and
“ Hot Seat’’ with Wally George.
Only Orange County cable
television could create — and
sustain — someone like Wally.
He is a self-appointed conser
vative cheerleader and screamshow host who has outgrown his
humble beginnings at KDOC and
is casting a shadow as big as an
atomic mushroom cloud across
the land.
The cloud is now passing over
San Luis Obispo: Wally will be
on campus tonight. How can 1
describe Wally to those who have

DOWN TO EARTH
Jeff Kelly
never experienced “ Hot Seat?’’
Whoever put “ media personali
ty’’ on our ASI flyer is a master
of the euphemism. Try to imag
ine William F. Buckley after sev
eral bottles of Thunderbird. Or
perhaps Merv Griffin on a double
dose of amphetamines after
spending 20 years in a Soviet
labor camp.
“ Hot Seat’’ is the talk show of
the future. No attempt to coddle
boring novelists here — Wally
lures liberals onto his stage and
screams them off. The camera
pans across the audience, reveal
ing rows of Cal State Fullerton
fraternity men, their eyes shield
ed with Vuarnet sunglasses.
Spittle drips from their chins as
they chant, “ Wal-lee! Wal-lee!
Wal-lee!’’ The camera zooms
back to -a grinning Wally, who’s
waving his arms at the audience
like a skilled conductor as he in
troduces his next guest (victim).
He has had some interesting
guests. On one occasion he
brought together a prominent
Jewish leader and a high ranking
Ku Klux Klansman with gratifingly ugly results.
On another occasion he was
deriding a comely woman who
claimed to be a witch. She began
to undress in front of the camera,
and Wally had to hustle her off

stage amidst howls of protest
from the audience.
Then there was the Salvadoran
priest and human rights activist
Blase Bonpane, who appeared in
November, 1983. Why a man of
his intellectual stature would
appear on W ally’s show is
beyond me, perhaps he was the
victim of bad inform ation.
Predictably, Wally accused him
of communist subversion (among
other things) and Bonpane
became enraged. He fipped over
Wally’s desk and stormed off the
stage. That got Wally some at
tention on the big VHF channels,
and he’s never looked back.
When I first found out Wally
was coming I wanted to fill this
space with lots of WIL (Whiny
Indignant Liberalism) such as
how cruel and insensitive Wally
is, and how everybody should
stay away. Naah.
^
Go see Wally. I’ll probably be
there myself. For those who are
going, here are some suggestions:
•Drink. Wally’s unique brand
of political commentary is best
appreciated after a few beers.
•Practice chanting “ Wal-lee!
Wal-lee! Wal-lee!’’
•D on’t mess with Wally’s
bodyguards.
•W ear Reagan pins and
Vuarnet sunglasses.
•Fraternity men, notify your
brothers. Wally’s show is a frat
event of the first order.
What lies ahead for Wally?
There’s talk of a Wally-Heln\s
Republican ticket
for ’8^.
Perhaps a Wally satellite, y^ill
our humble campus survive
Wallymania? Stay tuned.

letters to the editor
Student questions poll
concerning creationism

created the earth does not mean
that we did not question a lot of
things
beforecoming to that
Editor — I am offended by the conclusion.
Nov. 5 editorial in the Daily, “ Of
As to the poll results which
grades and God.’’
-show that Christians are less
to read books and have
Pertaining to the statement likely
that college students are “ com lower GPA’s, I ask what does
monly perceived to be a group “ less likely’’ mean? How much is
“ less
likely?’’ Have you con
which questions every idea that
comes along ... obviously this sidered that maybe this group
stereotype is no longer true,’’ I that is receiving lower grades
would like to comment. Just^ was out busy caring for their
friends that were hurting, or
because Christians believe God

Oren Pfefferman, biology soph
omore:
Yeah, definitely. I guess I’m
just your basic philosophicaltype guy. Once you’re gone, you
end up waiting in line for your
next ticket.
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were out experiencing some of
the things they had read about?
For myself, I cannot subscribe
to the theory that the earth came
about with a “ big bang,’’ even
after studying the “ big bang’’
theory. Yes, 1 believe in some
thing you cannot see, but I sug
gest you open your minds to
search out the truth. You could
start with reading a book by a
well-regarded scholar, C.S. Lewis,
titled “ Mere Christianity.’’ .
JILL M. WRIGHT
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Desert test o f nuclear weapons scheduled
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LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) — A
major nuclear weapons test has
been scheduled for Friday morn
ing in the Nevada desert — the
^ ^ ^
i.^:
19th announced test since the
.^..^■:.-r.;r?y„...,■■•>■............................................,»
iMttfa i.fi Soviet Union began a unilateral
moratorium on nuclear testing in
August 1985.
The test, code named Gascon,
will have an explosive yield of up

Firefighters control state blazes

By the Associated Press
A 2,285-acre northern California brushfire was contained
Wednesday as fire crews neared control of a 10,000-acre blaze
near Camarillo that charred crops, knocked a television station
off the air and caused power blackouts.
The Camarillo fire, 55 miles northwest of Los Angeles, began
Monday, causing about $1 million in damage as hot, dry Santa
Ana winds gusting up to 50 mph blew it through an agricultural
and ranch area. The fire subsided after the winds calmed Tues
day.
“ I think the wind is the biggest culprit in the whole thing,”
said state Department of Forestry Capt. George Biddle. “ Ten
thousand acres (burned) in 12 hours — that’s almost a thousand
an hour. That’s screaming. That’s really moving.”
Damage from the fire will probably top $1 million, including
lost crops and timber, loss of watershed and damage to ranch
equipment, said'Ventura County Fire Capt. Dan Spykerman.
He said firefighting costs alone will exceed $200,000.
Agricultural damage was reported to be light, with about 20
acres of citrus on the south side of South Mountain and 10 acres
of avocado orchards on the north side badly damaged, said
county Agricultural Commissioner Earl McPhail. He initially
estimated a cost of $40,000 to replace the trees, but said other
damage to irrigation systems, fences and equipment could bring
the cost up.

♦

to 150,000 tons of TNT, accor
ding to Deaprtment of Energy
spokesman Jim Boyer. Boyer
issued the standard warning that
persons outside the test site
might feel slight earth tremors
immediately after detonation,
especially on upper levels of
high-rise buildings.
Managers of high-rise build

ings were warned not to have
workers in precarious positions
at the time of the blast, sched
uled for 8a.m. PST.
The test is the 12th announced
this year and the 658 announced
blast since testing began in the
Nevada desert in January 1951.
For security reasons, not all
tests are made public.
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Shop early for
great gift ideas
B E A U T IF U L G IFT B O O K S
AND CALENDARS
on display n ow
♦

-

free gift wrapping
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You'll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
Y ou'll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.
•

•

Member o f the American
Optometrie AsstK'iation
Eyccarc Consultant for
Cal Poly Health Center

•

Specializing in Contact ’
Lenses

•

A ll Lens Types Available.
Including SiM p-ln and
Tinted

•

A ll Cases Accepted
Regardless of
Difficulty

• ^'lection of the
Latest Fashion
Eyewan: ‘
•

Affordable Fees

Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

543-4777

• Student Discounts
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PLANT PROTECTION
AQ. EDUCATION
FARM MECHANICS
APICULTURE
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
MECHANICS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
WATER/SANITATION ENGINEERING

NURSING
MEDICAL / LAB TECHNICAN
PHYSICAL THERAPY
LIBRARY SCIENCE
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
HEALTH / NUTRITION
HOME ECONOMICS
EDUCATION in
MATH
SCIENCE
ENGLISH
SPECIAL ED.
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Largest selection
of Engagement
and Wedding sets
in the county.
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(Rings enlarged to show detail)
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PEACE CORPS HAS JOB OPENinOS
in ALL THESE AREAS

CONE BY OUR OFFICE AND SEE HOW WE CAN HELP YOU
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PEACE CORPS OFFICE
CAL POLY UNIVERSITY
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POOL
From page 1
Rose Slaughter, a San Luis
Obispo resident for 40 years,
said, “ 1 would be real unhappy if
they discontinued it. Where
would we go? This is the only
enclosed pool around.”
The Arthritis Foundation pays
an annual fee for use of the pool
by Twinges and Hinges, but ac
cording to Head the money goes
for instruction rather than pool
maintenance.
Morris said the Tinges and
Hinges class shouldn’t have to
feel like outsiders who are using
Cal Poly’s facilities. “ We pay
taxes to support this school. If
the students alone had to sup
port this school, it would fold
tomorrow. This is a public in
stitution, and when you start
limiting handicapped and seniors
from using it, you’re defeating
the purpose.”
Jane Broshears, special educa
tion teacher at San Luis Obispo
Senior High School, said the
. ■/

iF^

therapeutic swimming program
is invaluable. “ The gains I’ve
seen these kids make is amazing.
I’ve seen these kids go from total
non-swimmers
to
swimming
laps,” she said of the students in
her class.
Ron P u ccin elli, aquatics
recreational supervisor and Cal
Poly student, said the program is
valuable not only to participants
but also to Cal Poly students
who work with the groups.
Laura Boyer, teacher at Loma
V ista
S ch o o l
fo r
the
developmentally disabled, said
the program is very helpful to
her students, who range in age
from two to 19.
The children also need warm
water. “ Cold water causes them
to have muscle spasms. Warm
water relaxes them,” Boyer said,
adding that 85 degrees is best.
Naretto said Crandall pool
could be made into a therapeutic
pool, but it would cost $50,000 to
$60,000.
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ONE MORE TIME
By Carol Burnett
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Transfer students face loss of units
Students transferring to Cal Poly
from junior colleges often find they
must take courses nearly identical
to ones they’ve already had. For
some, this extends their graduation,
and elective units are consumed.
By Pete Brady
staff Writer

As the deadline for winter registration loomed near, food science
major Lori Schoniger sat on a bench outside the English Building and
pored over her CAR form, her college transcripts and the winter class
schedule.
Schoniger is faced with a problem familiar to many Cal Poly students
— she transferred here from a community college, but many of the
classes she took there aren’t considered adequate substitutes for re
quired Cal Poly courses. Two years of study earned her only one year
toward a Cal Poly degree. Her remaining work was placed in the elec
tives column of her curriculum sheet. Her Cal Poly transcript listed at
least 60 units of lower-division history, math and science courses as
electives, about 40 more units than she needed to take.
“ What I’m looking at,’’ Schoniger said, “ is an extra year in school.’’
According to Don Coats, who as vice president for educational ser
vices has final say over curriculum substitutions, Schoniger’s transfer
problems aren’t unusual. He said that because about half of Cal Poly’s
student population transfers here from the 106 California community
colleges, as well as out-of-state institutions, there’s considerable con
fusion about what lower-division courses are considered equivalent to
Cal Poly courses.
Students often don’t take time to determine the most efficient use of
junior college curriculum. Even when they do, they may be misled by
community college advisors or out-of-date catalog information. It’s
difficult for advisors to keep up with changes in course requirements
for specific majors, such as architecture, where the technical nature of
course descriptions requires departmental explanation before they can
be understood by non-experts.
In addition. Coats ^said, “ Nobody in higher education can agree on
the uniformity of course content, course numbering or equivalencies.’’
Students are further frustrated by transferability of general educa
tion courses. Ever since the state legislature decided California college
students need a broader base of academic experience, general education
and breadth requirements have been thorns in the sides of ad
ministrators and students.
Glenn Irvin, associate vice president of academic affairs, said general
education requirements become complicated when departments try to
narrow student choices. Irvin said that in junior colleges, students
usually have a choice of several classes for each G.E.B. requirement,
“ but then they get here and the major department has imposed their
own requirements. They say, ‘We’ll only accept one of four courses.’ So
if the student took one of the other three, it goes to electives. It often
seems unfair.’’
While Irvin said he works to “ change the system by pointing out the
university position and the student position’’ to major departments, he
insisted that general education classes are worth the trouble they
cause.
“ We want to produce the best
^Nobody in higher graduate
we can. In doing that,
education can agree you really need rigorous training
in the major, but you also need a
on course content,
broader outlook — people who
course numbering
know history, psychology, soci
ology. There’s a whole lot of
or equivalencies*
education concerned with what
—
Don Coats kind of a citizen you’ll be. That’s
where G.E. comes in,’’ he said.
Students don’t seem to quarrel with the benefits of general educa
tion, but they do disagree with the way G.E. transfer credits are
evaluated. Coats explained that Cal Poly is limited in the type and
number of lower-division courses it can accept from other institutions,
and community colleges themselves are not supposed to be offering
any courses beyond the sophomore level.
Using Cuesta College’s second year English literature course as an
example. Coats said it is not accepted as a substitute for a junior-level
Cal Poly course, even though the course description and content are
virtually identical.
“ They may teach a course there that seems like ours, but we ap
proach each particular course here from an upper-division standpoint.
Students must have a more basic knowledge; the approach is more
mature. At Cucste. they’re teachina younger students and irQili;> dif-

r< r ^
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division transcripts to many individuals and plead
ferent viewpoint,’’ he said.
Coats said “ it’s nonsense’’ that Cal Poly denies his case for credit over and over again.
“ My first quarter here, I spent the first two
course substitutions so it can keep students here
longer. He said the university is actually trying to weeks of school running around trying to get credit
for classes I’d already taken. 1 had to have my
find ways to help students graduate sooner.
“ We have no reason to delay anyone; we don’t parents Federal Express my drawings to me, and
want them here longer. We have to turn away then I had to track down about 10 different in
10,000 students a year, and we’d like to get them structors. In one class 1 didn’t get credit until the
out faster at the graduation end and be able to let end of the quarter because I couldn’t find the
more in. We have a good reputation, and are a very guy,’’ Scott said.
Scott’s experience also reveals the bias toward
desirable school, but we can’t handle any more
upper-level
courses, which Coats explained as the
people,’’ he said.
In order to maximize transferability of lower- difference of approach between Cal Poly and com
division courses. Cal Poly and other California munity colleges.
“ I took a course at my community college which
universities are sponsoring teams which
go to
exactly
coincided with one I had to take here, ex
community colleges and counsel students about
specific course requirements. Universities are cept for one little thing. I explained this to the in
working with community colleges to develop structor and asked if I could just sit in on the week
transfer centers, where accurate and current in when he’d lecture about the thing I missed, but in
formation on all aspects of transferring are avail stead I had to take the whole course over,’’ Scott
able. But Coats placed the responsibility for get said.
Workers in the Evaluations Office initially
ting information squarely on students.
“ All we can do is make it available. If they don’t determine the transferability of coursework com
ask for it — and a lot of them don’t — they can’t pleted prior to enrollment at Cal Poly. They must
also interpret and maintain records involving the
blame anyone but themselves,’’ he said.
Regardless of who’s to blame, some students progress of a student’s work and its applicability
question the fairness and practicality of the to graduation requirments.
According to Paula Ringer, who supervises the
transfer system.
Architecture student Renaurd Scott described evaluations unit, her eight-member staff handles
his transfer to Poly as “ a big hassle.’’ He said more than 18,000 student contacts per year. She
transferring, into architecture is especially difficult said the volume of work sometimes causes the of
because so many of his courses involved drawing fice to miss its own deadlines, and that being the
and construction rather than just textbook mate bearer of bad news regarding transfer units is
rial. Like other transfer students, Scott had to sometimes unpleasant. Still, Ringer maintained,
■ Sec TRANSFER, back page'
prel^^ I iriiatcrials., <couf^* dfeferiptions and »lower- » • • •
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Tickets are $3.50 in advance
for students, children and senior
citizens at $4.50 at the door;
$4.00 for general public in ad
vance and $5.00 at the door. The
program is sponsored by ASI
Speakers Forum.

aalendar

m Late

thursday 13
•The landscape architecture
department will sponsor a speech
on “ China’s Emerging National
Parks’’ at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in
the gallery of the Architecture
and E nvironm ental Design
Building.
•The Cal Poly University Jazz
Band will give a free concert
11:00 a.m. Thursday on the lawn
in front of the Dexter Building.
The concert is sponsored by the
music department and ASI.
•Wally George will speak out
against anything liberal at 7:30
p.m. Thursday in Chumash
Auditorium.

•A symposiun on multiple-use
management of C alifornia’s
hardwod resources continues
Thursday in various rooms in the
University Union. The director of
the California Department of
Forestry will speak at a barbecue
Thursday night in Poly Grove.
•Spanish poetry will be read in
the San Luis Lounge in the Uni
versity Union from 7:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. Thursday.
S u b m is sio n s c o n tr ib u te d f o r
consideration f o r p u b lica tio n in
C alendar m u st be received by
n o o n tw o d a ys p rio r to the event.

Dolores Kelly
‘Form erly with th e H e a d lin e r”

Now At
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OFF
any full service

Too "Many
Tvtorninys'
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Including haircuts, perms,
highlighting, hair coloring, braiding.
Silk-wraps, Acrylic -or
li ps w/wraps
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'With Cl-

543-7252
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B reakfast Biscuit

Ask For Dolores

For a
PDQ*

Carge 5* biscuit sandw'ich wifh bacou, fta-m, orsausa-^e

Resum e

f scmmbieci egg or

H URR Y!
JVe can only guarantee
this price
tor a few more years...

slice of cheese HZÜ
both
H t5

7 '‘fatn c(ai(g

(805)543-7252

778 Marsh St. SLO

8'-Z0'IZ'0O weekends

The PDO* Resume from Tintype Graphic Arts

*39*^' fo r a c o m p le te r e su m e :

V is t a Q r a n c ie
cafeteria

• Typeset copy
• 25 high quality Xerox copies
25 matching envelopes and sheets of stationery
• 3-day service

2226 Beebee S treet • San Luis O bispo • 544-9789
j*
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Multi-Cultural Center provides taste o f foreign countries
By Gita Virmani
staff Writer

Tucked away on the second
floor of the University Union is
the Multi-Cultural Center, a
place where people can experi
ence cultures from all over the
world.
The purpose of the center is to
promote cross-cultural awareness
among the •entire Cal Poly com
munity. It also acts as a resource
center for students, faculty and
staff who want to learn about
other cultures, said Steve Aversa, coordinator of the center.
“ It is important for people to
understand how things are in the
rest of the world,” he said. “ And
there is nowhere else like this on
campus.”
The M ulti-Cultural Center
provides workshops, lectures,
contacts for cultural clubs and

literature from around the world.
Film, slideshow and video
workshops are offered almost
every Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
center, which is located in Uni
versity Union Room 217D.
The center tries to do pro
grams that will promote crosscultural awareness by focusing
on a specific interest such as ar
chitecture in India, Aversa said.
“ The workshops are not tourist
guides,” he said. “ We take orien
tation toward the interests of
particular majors, not just par
ticular nationalities. All Indian
students are not necessarily in
terested in architecture.”
Lecture series’ and guest
speakers are also part of the
Multi-Cultural Center.
Lectures, like the workshops,
focus on particular themes. For
example, on Nov. 25 at 11 a.m.

ferences, it enables us to unders
tand our common oneness,” she
said.

worker at the center. “ There’s
also a good book on Third World
women.”
Marcy Cambier, another center
worker, said that the Multi
cultural Center is important in
helping people understand other
cultures.
“ When we take the time to
look at everyone and their dif

there will be a lecture on In
dustry in China..
Literature available in the
M ulti-Cultural Center ranges
from newspapers to books on in
ternational communication.
“ One interesting book we
recently got is about what
gestures mean in different coun
tries,” said Elisabeth Jesberg, a

The center has a list of foreign
students and teachers who would
be willing to talk to people inter
ested in their country. Foreign
students often hang out at the
center, Aversa said.
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A TH L E TIC SHOES
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2 FREE DRINKS
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Special Group Leather

Special cro up

Special Croup
W ool Ski
MWWttA MWWAO
S w e a te rs. .
Special Croup Men's
A women's
______
Parkas . . .
Special Croup wind e

HICH TOPS

ATHLETIC SHOES

values to $50
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24?£

18?£

59**-49**
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W3mi"Up

.24**-39**
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Pants . .
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Special Croup
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HIKINC BOOTS
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149“
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TRM R o w e r-----Excel Brutus i
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Dual Action
ACCESSORIES
A e ro m e te r Bike
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9
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9
Therm als . . a
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Thule Locking
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Fanny Pack
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Northwestern Tour
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Face Mask
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Baseball
Glove

wfANY SIZE SANDWICH
(Limit: one coupon per sandwich)
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500 OFF
ANY SIZE SANDWICH
(Limit: one coupon per sandwich)
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Copeland’s Sports
962 Monterey

san Luis Obispo. 543-3663
Shop: 9:50-5:50, Thurs. nite til 9, Sun. 12-5
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WE LETOTHER
PEOPLE DO OURTAUaNG
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NORTHROP B HRST FOR
INNOVATIVENESS
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Fortune mui/aztm’

NORTHROP. ONE OF THE 100
BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR
m AMERICA
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Report: hope for release
of hostages still exists
The Reagan administration
will keep trying to gain the
release o f two A m erican
hostages being held in Lebanon
by working through unpubliciz
ed Iranian contacts, according
to a published report.
President Reagan was told at
a high-level meeting Monday
there still is hope that Ameri
cans Terry A. Anderson and
Thomas M. Sutherland might be
freed by the pro-Iranian group
that holds them, The New York
Times reported in its Wednes
day editions, quoting uniden
tified administration sources.
The White House remains
convinced that there is a strong
enough chance for the release of
Anderson and Sutherland to

warrant the continued effort, the
officials told the Times. The of
f ic ia ls
e x p re s se d
d o u b t,
however, present contacts now
going on could continue for more
than a week.
The Washington Post, mean
while, reported in its Wednesday
editions that the White House
believed in September 1985 that
it had arranged the release of at
least two and possibly six
American hostages, but was
disappointed when the Rev.
Benjamin Weir was the only
captive freed on Sept. 14, 1985.
Reagan withheld news of
Weir’s release, hoping more
hostages would be freed, accor
ding to an unidentified source
quoted by the Post.

fl

THE GENTLEMEN O F T W ffiiib COLD BLACK & GOLD'

Am erica,

Levering. Moakowitz and Katz.

ON CAMPUS

Satureia]^, Iw
lOp.m}
CHUMASH

November 14
Check w ith your Placem ent Office about si^nin)>: up.
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V

H A HOUSE,

For details dÿU
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HOLLYW OOD
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REVIEW

OPENS N O V . 20th — DEC. 31st
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CAROL

Sink Your Teeth Into
The Tastiest, Quality Pizza In Town.

WODDSTOCK’S^IZZA
WE DELIVER
541-4420

1015 Court St. SLO
(across from Osos St. Subs)

II

$1.00 OFF any
I WOODSTOCK'S PIZZA
I

541-4420

I
I

one coupon per pizza
expires 12/13/86
I

1|. •

•

^t •;
’ I I I •’ H i t .

I
I
I
I
I

1

2 FREE Softdrinks
with any
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA

C<I V *

AT •
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CINDERELLA OPERA
An entire year’s worth o f laughs in
one great musical experience
the evening finale...

Special Discount Prices before Nov. 28th

Don't Miss O ut. Reserve Now! 489-2499
Reserved tickets con be poid for ot
BOOKS WEST STORES (A tos.. SLO, Lompoc)
& r.R A N D PERFORMANCE MUSIC in Sonto Morto

The Great^merican

541-4420

one coupon per pizza
expires 12/13/86

( \

A beautiful classic yule tale by
Charles Dickens

'•.IS
««I SI S»

Highway 1, Oceano
P.O. Box 1021

AOVAUDEVlLLEj)

• -i H i *

Ticket Information:
«•t-24tt

Warren Miller’s
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Public Safety to take steps

Campus car burglaries on the rise
By Elmer Ramos
staff Writer

Car burglaries are on the rise
at Cal Poly, but potential victims
can take simple steps to safe
guard their cars.
Ray Berrett, a Public Safety
investigator, said about 20 cars
have been burglarized in the two
months since fall quarter began,
a pace more alarming than in
past quarters. The monetary loss
is well over $2,000, he said.
“ Stereos are stolen the majori
ty of the time,” he said. “ We’re
losing parts like hoods, hubcaps,
bumpers, grills, taillight lenses,
batteries, car covers.”
Berrett said one thief has been
caught this quarter. A car’s
owner caught the burglar in the
act.
Berrett said the burglaries oc
cur almost exclusively in the R-1
and R-2 parking lots, the student
parking areas behind Muir,
Trinity and Palomar residence
hails. Over 85 percent of those
break-ins occur in R-1, he said.
“ Historically, that has been
the case,” said Berrett. “ It is
hard to patrol R-1 and R-2
because they are up high, partly

hidden by the dorms. They’re
isolated.”
He said most break-ins occur in
the early morning hours and on
Wednesday nights. Wednesday
night burglaries are common he

Car owners can take
safety measures such
as locking up, and
removing valuables.
said, because parking lots are
filled to capacity during the
middle of the week, giving bur
glars more cars to choose from.
Berrett said burglars usually
are non-students and non-profes
sionals.
“ They pry the windows or
smash them; they’re not skilled,”
he said. “ A burglar will take
anything that is loose.”
It is not time-consuming to
steal a stereo, said Berrett. A
burglar just snips the wires and
pries the stereo from the
dashboard. In the case of a hood
stolen this quarter, the thief
simply unscrewed the bolts, he
said.

H p t»»®

Most of the stolen items are
sold, Berrett said, although some
are for personal use. However, he
said, authorities know little
about the logistics of resale.
When a burglary is reported,
the car immediately is checked
for fingerprints, but the finger
prints must be on police files to
provide an identity, he said.
Halting the rash of car burgla
ries is high on Public Safety’s
priority list, Berrett said, but he
would not elaborate on steps be
ing taken. However, he said car
owners can take their own safety
measures, such as locking their
cars and removing stereos and
other valuables.

Nov 21'

tickets in

V

U.U.
BOX OFFICE!
seOTTMZHMIOr

IMUgiANG yiLLAGE
W I N T E R SPRI NG

CONTRACTS

NOW AVAILABLE
From $178.50/person in a furnished 2 bedroom townhouse
with new carpet, linoleum and paint

aiLthat glitters ^
A Unique Jewelry Store

1 year old private furnished studios in a quiet creekside
setting from $350
Vi-

Was there ever a moment
so full of love,
or a choice so important...

Your diamond engagement set captures the moment you’ll cherish
forever. So it’s important to have your jeweler’s expertise in selecting
your fine diamond and its meticulously crafted 14 karat gold setting.
Ask to see all the Goldman bridal jewelry before you choose. And
know that your chosen symbol of love can only becx)me more precious
with time.
. ■

Madonna Road Plaza
San Luis Obispo
■ .............................................
544-Clems

Closest off campus housing to Cal Poly
5 Modern laundry facilities
Pool, recreation and meeting rooms
All reserved parking and guest parking
Private park and BBQ area unique to Mustang Village'

SIGN A 6 MONTH PLUS LEASE
BY DEC 15 AND RECEIVE
YOUR LAST MONTH’S HOUSING
FREE!(MAY1S-JUNE15)
ONE MUSTANG DRIVE,
SAN LUIS OBISPO

OPEN MON-SAT
8am-5pm
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Water polo club dominates in final match
By Pamela Varma

Staff W riter

Scoring five goals each, Dave
Cook and Jeff Gillett led the Cal
Poly water polo club to a 25-4
blowout victory over Chapman
College Saturday, and let the Bteam do the rest in a 14-11 win
Sunday.

The A-team built up a large
lead early Saturday and was able
to bring in several members of
the B-team to help finish the
game. The unusually large lead
allowed the club to work on some
plays and have some fun without
any pressure. Goalie Todd Veden
fielded a few scoring attempts by

^ / FOOTBALL
NUN S
HONECONING
CORSAGES
P oly P la n t
5 4 6 -1 1 0 6
and
F lo ra l

cf

the other team, but primarily got
to play spectator in Cal Poly’s
easy victory.
Other scorers in the game were
Bob Frappia with four goals,
Brian Hill and Bob Weaver with
three each and Ken Winkler and
Dan Panico with two each.
The club closed out the season
Sunday in a game that featured
the B-team in a close match until
the end, when Cal Poly pulled
ahead. Scorers included Garrett
Wiseth with five goals, James
White with three and Liam
Desmond with two.
The club finished the season at
8-8-1, which Wiseth said is the
best record in the team’s threeyear history. “ We just keep im
proving every year,’’ he said.
The club is currently trying to
gain recognition from the NCAA
so it can participate in NCAAsanctioned play as a team.
The club is optimistic for next
season, which will begin next fall.
Club members will train over
winter quarter and play in some
tournaments in the spring to
prepare for league play.

MICHAEL SEAMAN/Mustang Dally

Goalie Tony Selahi prepares to throw the ball In Sunday’s game.

Save Your Money Soccer club has good weekend
By Julie A. Williams

General Books and Magazines
10% off everyday!
Paperback and Hardbound Books
10% off
Magazines 10% off

in the general

book

department

New York Times hardbound
best sellers 35% off

ElCbnoJGi^BookslDie

staff Writer

The Cal Poly women’s soccer
club beat USC and tied UCLA
last weekend, and will go into its
last home game of the season
Saturday with an 8-2-1 record.
The playoffs begin Nov. 22 at

Cal State Northridge, but first.
Poly will have to get past Nor
thridge in a noon game Saturday
at Cuesta College. Poly lost to
Northridge, 3-2, the last time the
teams played, and they are hop
ing to avenge the loss the second
time around.

\D L P R R

WORTH

GOLD
ONLY $199

TW IN
FULL

$35 OFF OR
A FREE $50 NECKLACE
WHEN YOU BUY I4K GOLD

QUEEN

Reward yourself with u I4K gold ArtCarved ring, and wc’ll take $35 off
its price or give yiHi a $50 necklace, free.
Our Representative is on campus with distinguished traditional
and contemporary styles—each backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty.

/IRTQIRyED
V

C L A SS RIN G S

ctg»AnC«r»«dDaMF

Nov. 10 - 14, 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
M

OUR FACTORY OUTLET IS LOCATED
AT 3080 MCMILLAN RD., SLO
(805)544-5682 MON-SAT 10-6

ElGDfiai

MON FRI 7 45AM 4 30PM

Bookstoie
SAT IQ ,V)AM-2 30PM

“ We’ll beat them — there’s no
doubt about that. The girls are
up for it,’’ said assistant coach
Rod Kalpakoff. “ We could
definitely use some support.’’
Last Saturday, the women
played a rough game with No.
1-ranked UCLA, tying the
Bruins, 1-1. Poly is ranked se
cond in the league, and beat
UCLA in their first match.
“ The girls played really well,
but it was a brutal game,’’ said
Kalpakoff. “ Since we beat UCLA
last time, they played very ag
gressively against our girls.’’
UCLA scored in the first half,
while Poly’s top scorer, Caryn
McNamee, made a goal in the se
cond half. The game went into
two ten-minute overtimes, but
still resulted in a tie.
Val Lindrud, an injured player
who keeps statistics for the
■team, said there was a total of 31
fouls in the game — 20 against
UCLA and 11 against Poly.
Sunday’s game at USC was a
lo t s m o o th e r , w ith P o ly
dominating the game in a 3-0
win. Kalpakoff said the women
controlled the ball well, especial
ly in the midfield.
“ In many of our games, we
controlled more from the front
and back. But with the midfield
dominating, there was much
more stability in the game,’’ said
Kalpakoff.
McNamee scored in the first
half on an assist from Lisa Jor
dan. In the second half, Lisa
Shippley scored on a pass from
Lisa Best, and Tami Schoniger
scored on an assist from
McNamee.
The one negative aspect of
Sunday’s match was when Kelly
Cook tore knee ligaments,
eliminating her from play for the
rest of the season.
“ Kelly is tall and fast. She
played the front line, and forced
the other team’s players to con
centrate on her,’’ said Kalpakoff.
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Playoff berth eludes Poly
By John Samuel Baker
Staff Writer

The Cal Poly men’s soccer
team will not go to the playoffs.
The only way the team could
have gone was if Chico would
have lost to Humboldt State on
Sunday — unfortunately, Chico
won.
Chico winning meant that it
won its ', league and was
automatically accepted to the
playoffs.
If Chico hadn’t won, it would
have taken second place in its
league with Davis getting the
top spot.
If this were the case, it would
then have been a choice between
Poly, Chico, or an East Coast
team for a national at large berth
in the playoffs. Poly would most
likely have been chosen because
it had beaten Chico, 1-0 this
se a so n
and
b e c a u se th e
Mustangs had played very well

j

GET INVOLVED with the
FARM MANAGEMENT CLUBIMSpend a
fun-filled weekend at ECKE'S
Pointsettias and Sea World Fri.Nov
14 For more info. Call Mitch ,549-8696 or
Iwina 544-2965.
HBSA
BLACK AND WHITE
3 DJ'S
NOV 151986 9pm-2am
GRANGE HALL
2880 SOUTH BROAD ST SLO

SAILING CLUB
MEETING TONIGHT 8PM SCI E-45 OPEN
TO ALL LEVELS-LEARN TO SAIL-NO
EXPERIENCE REQUIRED!! COME FIND
OUT ABOUT OUR OUTINGS
SAM SPEAKER
Come listen to Paul Prather speak on
Smalt Business Mgt.
Thursday
11:00
Ag
Eng
123
SAMPE- Composites Club Meeting
Tues, Nov. 11 6:30pm Sci N 202
Speaker on Composites Research
Discuss Upcoming Trip & Next
Quarter's Activities

--------5HPE
Meeting: 6pm Thursday MEP BLDG.
Speaker from NASA-AMES
This weekend! MEXICO! (Nov 13-15) Next
weekend! Melodrama (Nov 21) Check it
out TONIGHT! UU 219 6pm

against some of the best Division
I teams in the country — UC San
Francisco, Fresno State, and UC
Berkeley. Poly lost against all
three, but by no more than one
goal in each game.

‘We really had
some stupid losses ...
that set us back’
— Paul Hansen
However, .even though Davis
took second in its league and had
a good team, an East Coast team
was selected over it because it
hadn’t played enough Division I
teams this season. Poly, Chico,
and Davis are all Division II.
Poly and Davis weren’t com
peting against each other for the

ENGINEERING JUNIORS, SENIORS, AND
GRADS. Learn to find library sources.
ENROLL IN LIB 302X-011 unit
Engineering Library Information
Wednesdays 2-3pm winter quarter. In
structor: Jay Waddell,Engineering
L
i
b
r
a
r
i
a
n
.
THANKSGIVING BLOOD DRIVE
Give Thanks Five BLOOD
Chumash Auditorium
Tuesday Nov 189:00-2:00
Sponsored by DELTA SIGMA PHI
THE VICOUS RUMORS 8 SONG
ALBUM IS NOW AT BOO BOOS
COME AND GET IT
•TIMEX SOCIAL CLUB
UEC IS CONSIDERING A GIVING
TREE IN THE UU TO PROMOTE A
HOLIDAY FOOD DRIVE
COMMENTS WELCOME AT UEC
MEETING! THURS NOV 13th
3:00PM-UU220
VECTOR ELECTRONIC DEMO
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 13
DROP BY BETWEEN 10 & 2
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE

berth because Davis beat Poly
this season, 3-2 at Davis.
“ We really had some stupid
losses, like against Irvine, that
set us back,’’ said midfielder
Paul Hansen. He added that
losses like this left the team in a
position of having to wait for
some other team to lose so Poly
could make it to the playoffs.
The Mustangs’ season is over,
but it was the best season ever
for the team, as they finished
13-8. Dan Campbell broke the
record for most goals scored in a
season when he scored 21, break
ing the old record of 20. Also,
Hansen, Jeff Meyer, and Camp
bell are All-American candidates.
The Mustangs will continue to
train, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday for the game Nov. 29
against the U niversity of
Sydney, Australia. The game will
be at 4 p.m. in Mustang
Stadium.

ASI SPEAKERS FORUM - CHALLENGE

THé^'^HÒTèEAT”
WALLY GEORGE
IN PERSON
CHUMASH TH NOV 13 7:30
TX: $3.50 STU $4.00 PUB
$.50 MORE AT DOOR
ASI SPEAKERS FO

WALLY
TON ITE
CHUMASH 7:30 pm
TX: $3.00 STU $4.00 PUB
$.50 MORE AT DOOR

BEAUTIFUL
GIFT BOOKS & CALENDARS - NOW
ON SALE AT EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE.
SHOP EARLY FOR BEST SELECTION
OF CHRISTMAS GIFTS
DON'T MISS the artcarved class
ring sale going on this week at
the El Corral Bookstore SAVE up
to $50! Hours: 9-4

By Jerry McKay
staff Writer

The Cal Poly rodeo club
dominated the timed events at
West Hills College last weekend,
roping in first- and second-place
regional standings in the West
Coast Regional Rodeo event.
The Mustang men tied up
their division’s first place spot,
while the women held on for se
cond place in their division.
Leading the pack was Cal Po
ly’s brother-and-sister team.
Hardy and Tami Vestal. Hardy
Vestal pinned down first place in
the calf-roping event, while his
sister took first place in the
breakaway-roping event. Tami
Vestal also took first in the
goat-roping event, and also took
the first place all-around title.
Wendy Kaufman . took first
place in barrel racing and Stacy
Taranto took, second in the

LED ZEPLIN-SONG REMAINS THE SAME
This weeks midnight mvoie at the Fre
mont Nov 14&15 *DOOR PRIZES*

THE APPLE
TREE
A Captivating
Musical Comedy
Nov 13-15 8PM
Cal Poly Thaatra
TX at UU,Boo Boos & Theatre
546-1421 For Reservations
Walt Disney’s “Sleeping Beauty"
WED NOV 12 AT 7 & 9:15 ONLY $1.50
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM

PROFESSIONAL TYPING. CALL SANDY
EVES6-9PM 544-3376

Are you desperately seeking T.R.?
If so, check the mailboxes Fr18am

CALCULATOR FOUND FRI. 10/31
CALL DARYL EVES. TO CLAIM
541-3913

Needed...ASI Program Board is
looking for a treasurer. Pick up
info sheet in APC. Or call x1112
Wanted: 9 Overweight People serious
about losing 10-29 lbs In 30 days. lOOVo
guararteed 481-1128.

RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD
PROCESSING DONE IN SO CTY CONSHA'S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO BCH
773-5851 DAYS 489^724 EVE
USE R COMPUTERS Word Processing
Service With Laser Printer. Near
Typeset Quality. Resumes $18,
Reports $15 per hour 544-7676

20 yrs. exper. Sr. Prog, Term Papers,
Books, Call Joanell -544-2547.

Alpha Phi Alpha PRESENTS:
THE HOMECOMING DANCE
SAT NOV 15,1986
10pm-2am
CHUMASH AUDITORIUM
$3.00 cover charge

FREE Attic Insulation, Door Weather
stripping, Waterheater Blanket,etc.
for students -Sponsored by Gas Co.
CALL Energy Dept. Helen of Micki
544-4355.

Fern Rmate to shr mstr bdrm.Lag Lk.
area $140 DSHWSHR, MICRO, BKYRD
Frplace 546-8801
Female ASAP take over contract at
Murray St. Station 217/mo 544-3982
FM ROOMMATE WANTED to Share RM
at Garfield Arms $170mo 544-3772

TfECF

A student committee is forming to
organize Biology of Cancer Course.
The student committee in charge
of obtaining speakers for the
course. All students Invited to
be on committee. Members receive
credit. Organizational meet Nov 7
1230 SCIENCE N. 220,544-5635.

ONE DAY WORK
SELL YOUR CRAFTS, POLY X-M AS
SALE DEC 4 CALL 546-1266

** JOBS AVAILABLE**
Facility supervisor, wt room
supervisor, receptionist Jobs
available at Rec Sports.
WORKSTUDYONLY. Call 546-1366
or stop byUU118.

OWN ROOM
For Female In Furnished house.
Close to Poly. Avail now or later
great house! Great roommatesi
feeCMno Please call 541-4516
ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F 2BDRM.2BTH
CONDO IN LOS OSOS SHARE LQ MSTR
BDRM $140mo OR OWN MSTR BDRM
$210 mo BRAND NEW, CLEAN, AVAIL
NOW CALL MARK 5284)004
Share a LARE ROOM TO RENT
Only $225 No Deposit
Close to Poly
Available Now Call Michelle
546-9344
YOUR OWN ROOM AVAILABLE IN
WOODSIDE APT. Female Needed to
live with Great Girls 544-9746
Available Mid-December
2 F RMT to share a room at
Murray St. Station Wtr-Spr qtr.
Call now DebI or Jill 543-2986

Light care for elderly woman
5hrs/wk Good Pay -Wendy 543-7865

ArP PLEDGES
YOURE A BLAST AT 5AM. WHERES
THE POOL??? AXO PLEDGES

OMEGA PLEDGES

1980 Yamaha 250 Exciter-1 showroom
cond. low mileage has turn signals. See
to believe $650 takes It-wiil deal part
trade part cash 544-9570

I am a poor, starving college student and
1 need a really cheap place to live.
Please call me. 543-5937 Shannon

ALL PLEDGE PARTY
Hay pladgaa! Coma to tha 2nd Annual
Bata All Pladga Party Nov 13. TIckats on
aala $4 In UU Plaza. For mora Info call
Erik S41-0566.________________________

MOVING OUT OF STATE MAPLE DESK
CHAIR TYPEWRITER 95.00 3057 S.
HYGUERA SP 24 CHUMASH VILLAGE
544-4675

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona) M-Sat, 9am-6pm,by appt, 544-2591.

WORDPROCESSING-Senior Projects,
papers, spell check-cheap 15490833

TIA:REMEMBER THAT EVERYTHING
WILL WORK OUT BECAUSE LIFE
IS GOOD!!! RELAX WOMAN!

ADAM AND DISNEYZeta Club was a blast!
It went by all so fast!
Roaring Twenties was the theme
And the Zeta Club was OUR
scene!..... Thanks

breakaway-roping competition.
Taranto also captured second
place in the goat-tying event,
qualifying her for a second place
all-around title.
In the men’s division. Matt
May and Jeff Sparrowk took
third and fourth, respectively, in
the calf-roping event. In the
team-roping event, Sparrowk
took second while third place
went to Vick Pescoe and John
Hudson. Cody Hassler pulled in
a third-place finish in the
bulldogging event.
Jeff Hepper, a transfer stu
dent from Kansas, held on to
place third in the bareback
bronco-riding competition.
In the bull-riding competition.
Rich Donahoo drew the name of
Red Rock Bull, a never-riddenbefore rascal. According to
coach Clay Robinson, the bull
hung on to his title.

Overnight service, usually
$1.50/pg, typical -Leslie 549-9039

College Republicans
A yr of study abroad for Cal Poly creditCSU International Programs Slideshow
Tues 11/18-CP Theatre

Rodeo clubs lasso top spots

BLACK LAB FOUND SLO
CALL TO IDENTIFY 481 -4472
El Corral Bookstore Now Stock Exam File
from Engineering Press For Engineering
courses: Chem, Physics, Calculus.
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Another year, and I'm still here. For typ
ing, call Susie, 528-7805.

(NOT AMS) Congratulations!
Remember: Big Brother or Big
Sister is watching you, so take
care and work hard!-The Actives

COMPUT-IT 544-6420. Quality Word Processlng. Term Papers, Professional
Resumes. Top quality Laser Printing.

UNFORGETABLE
exciting,festlve,romantlc...
<3et ready for a memorable evening
at the GAMMA PHI BETA fall
formal InSolvang!!!

EXPERIENCED CAL POLY TYPIST.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 543-0550.

EXL TYPG $1.25P MB 772-2367 pd

FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS CALL
BONNIE, 543^520, EVES.

------ TACO BELL
MANAGEMENT & CREW MEMBER
POSITIONS AVAILABLE starting at $4$4.50 per hour, depending on experience.
Hours availabe: 11-7pm, 11am-3pm, 128pm, 8-4pm and lunch shifts from 12-2pm
or 11:30-1:30pm at $5 per hour. Choose
any combination or possibly come up
with your own! (min. 20 hrs.) Career op
portunities or excellent paying job!!!
Apply In person at 297 SANTA ROSA ST.
SUITE *A

ONE BEDROOM COTTAGE FOR RENT
$450/MO Available now 541-6258

BUYING A HOUSE?
Free list of all the affordable houses
and condos for sale in SLO.includIng
condos near Poly.Call Steve Nelson F/S
Inc 543-8370.Leave Message.
For list of affordable SLO homes. Call
Kent Mazzia, County Properties 544-5777.
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Thursday, November 13,1986

Mustar^g Dally

BOOK

TRANSFER
essary when “ we’re not sure if a
course meets the Cal Poly re
“ We get a lot of positive input quirements. We have to be very
because we help students decide careful. If we give a student
what to take. We do our best to credit for a class which sounds
give the best advice.”
the same but isn’t adequate, they
Ringer is knowledgeable on the may then take the next class up
procedure students must follow and find themselves in over their
in order to get credit originally head.”
denied by their departments. She
Students who want credit for
said this procedure becomes nec courses initially rejected must
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Shop early for
great gift ideas
Beautiful gift books and calendars
on display now
free i^ift n ra p p in it

EICsnalSk^BookstDie

convince
ev a lu atio n s,
the
department offering the course,
their advisor and department
head, and finally Coats before the
course can be accepted in place of
one required by Cal Poly.
Coats said, “ If I don’t approve
it, there’s no other recourse.
They have to take it.”
For students whose college
education has been involuntarily
extended because units won’t
transfer to Cal Poly, Ringer of
fered
some practical advice:
utilize the petition procedure
whenever appropriate. She added
that students should follow the
general education certification
program at their community col
leges; completion of this program
automatically cuts down the
number of lower-level courses a
student is required to take. She
said students who are already
attending Cal Poly should ask
their community college to
determine if they’re eligible for
the certificate.
“ What’s strange about this,”
she commented, “ is that when I
tell people about these programs
they’ve never heard of them.”

We Love You Just
The Way You Are!
evi

From page 1

of us donating one or two
chapters.”
The seven other co-authors of
the textbook, all political science
professors, are Joseph Weatherby Jr., Dianne Long, William
Alexander, Reginald Gooden,
Richard Kranzdorf, Earl Huff
and John Walsh from the ROTC
faculty, who was invited to write
on national security matters.
This textbook
new general
breadth course
science majors
porary Global
(POLS 370).”

is meant for a
education and
for non-political
called “ Contem
Political Issues

The course has been offered for
two years, but no textbook that
has Ijeen used has met the re
quirement of the class, said
Cruikshanks. “ That’s why we
wrote this book. We realized that
there really wasn’t any other
book that did the job,” he said.
Culver said the book is meant
for students who are just star
ting out. It’s a coverage of non
western countries and their his
torical and cultural contexts, he
said.
Cruikshanks said the subject is
critically important because the
United States is only 5 percent of
the total world population. “ We
need to increase people’s famil
iarity with what’s going on in
Third World countries, and we
need it from their perspective,”
he said.

Publishing Company, which
published the textbook, has al
ready asked the authors to draft
a second edition. “ There is
potential for a very large market
here. I’m sure that this textbook
is the first of many (that are go
ing to come from different
sources),” he said.
Cruikshanks added that books
dealing with the Third World are
relativ ely
new.
M acM illan
Cindy Giambalvo, textbook

We realized that
there really wasn’t
any other book
that did the job.
— R. Cruikshanks
department manager for El Cor
ral Bookstore, said the textbook
has been ordered by Huff, and
orders by other instructors may
soon follow.
Giambalvo said the price the
book will be sold at is unknown,
since this is the first quarter the
book has been ordered.
Cruikshanks estimated the
cost of the 270-page book at $25.
He said the joint effort of writ
ing the book, and the speed with
which it was completed, speaks
very highly of the collegiality of
the political science department.
“ And we’re all still speaking to
each other,” he said.
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KAMIKAZE NIGHT
T-Shirt
Drawings!
7t1 Higuero St.
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$1.00 OFF

I
IPresent this coupon with your purchase I

"of any one item or more pizza & receive |
(w/coupon) l$1.00 off the regular price!

S an L uis O bispo: 544-3636
L os O sos: 528-0800
A r ro y o G rande: 481-3171

OPEN LATEl
One Coupon Per Pizza
Ün (expires: 12/1/86)

Berkey
24 hour
Color
Processing

l*Ta»terCofrtf?

mm t

' FREE EXTRA
1 TH IC K CRUST
I On Any Size Pizza

Son Luis Obispo

I FAST, FREE DELIVERYI
I

'

San L u is O bispo: 544-3636
L os O sos: 528-0800
A r r o y o G rande: 481-3171

CALL TODAY!
^ One coupon Per Person |
^ (expires: 12/1/86)
|

